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CMS HL-LHC 
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HL-LHC: 
Upgrade phase2 of detectors 
 
 
Higher Energy 
Higher luminosity 
Higher pile-up conditions 

protons 
anti-protons 
ions 
neutrinos 

Parameters 2012 Nominal 
(Phase1) 

Nominal  
(HL-LHC)  

Energy per beam 4 TeV 7 TeV 7 TeV 

inst. Lumi [cm-2.s-1] 3.3 1033 1034 5 1034 

Integrated Lumi /y 19.6 fb-1 100 fb-1 300 fb-1 

 

Average pile-up 25 50 140 (200?) 

L1 accept rate 100kHz 100kHz <1MHz 

I. HL-LHC 

(HL) 

 CMS Phase 2 detector will have to keep the same performances 
than the current one, in a much more complex environment.  

 In this context, a brand new tracker is required 
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I. HL-LHC: motivation 
Maintaining the current detector performance at trigger level 1 (L1), in HL-LHC conditions will 
be a clear challenge: 
 

 Impossible to achieve using the current system (muons spectrometer + calos) due to L1 rate 
plateau at high thresholds (muons), but also due to a very high calo occupancy (electrons, photons, 
jets,...)  

 
Including tracker info at L1 is mandatory in this 
context: 
 

 Better momentum measurement of charged 
particles  sharper L1 trigger turn-on 
Better particle ID, compute isolation for 
electrons and tau identification 
Help building veto for photons 
Identify the proper interaction vertices (and 
thus reduce the accidentals fake due to pile-up)  
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I. HL-LHC: a new tracker 

Barrel-Endcaps geometry: 
 

 Inner Pixel 
 4 BPIX + 10 FPIX 

Outer tracker (6 layers barrel – 5 disks endcaps) 
 PS (1 macro-Pixel + 1 Strip sensor) modules 
 2S (2 Strip sensors) modules 

Inner pixel Outer tracker  At least 8 points per 
track up to η≈3,5 

Part used at L1 
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I. HL-LHC: zoom on outer tracker modules 

Stub = pair of clusters in the 2 sensors of a module within a predefined strips window 
(enabling pT cut at the module level). Stubs are produced at 40MHz in the module front-end 
chips. 

 
Sending stubs instead of clusters enables:  
 

 To perform a first rough pT cut at the module level (tough we don’t eliminate all the secondaries)  
 To drastically reduce (by a factor 10-20) the amount of data to extract from the tracker @40MHz (~50Tb) 

 

     Stubs are making L1 track trigger possible 

PT module 
principle 

Si sensors 

µ 

FE chip 

Wire bonds 
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L1 tracking 
trigger for CMS 
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CMS L1 tracking requirements: 
 

 Starting from 50Tb/s of stubs (the only info we can extract from the tracker at 40 MHz) 
 Build all primary tracks in ~5ms  (pT > 2 GeV/c, |d0|<5mm, |η|<2.5) 

II. L1 tracking trigger for CMS 
Don’t forget PU (phase 2) = 140! System principle: 

 Process a huge amount of data in a very short time budget 
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II. L1 tracking trigger for CMS 

The 2 steps of track reconstruction: 
 

Step 1: Pattern recognition: very complicated in high PU conditions.  
Step 2: Track fit (strongly depends on step 1 efficiency)  

In this presentation we study the following approach:  
Custom AM chip for step 1 (Associative memories) 
FPGA for step 2 (Fast hough transform) 

How to do that in 5ms at <PU>=140? 
 

 potentially get 20000 stubs in a single event 
 need to fulfill the following requirements (pT > 2 GeV/c, |d0|<5mm, |η|<2.5) 
 use only fast hardware components (custom ASICs, FPGAs,...) 

Other approaches exists: 
 

 With AM and another track fit (track parametrisation, retina fit, tracklets,…)  
 Without AM: tracklets (cf Louise Skinnary’s talk) 
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AM based 
tracking 
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III. AM based tracking 

 Already used successfully in HEP experiments (CDF), will be installed in ATLAS 
(after L1) during LHC phase I (FTK system). 

Why using Associative Memories? 
 

✔ Fast  
✔ Processing time independent of the 
numbers of hits 
✔ Robust against PU. 
✔ Provides a clean environment to any track 
fit method  

Principle: 
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III. AM based tracking 
 To cope with the huge amount of L1 data (50 Tb/s), the tracker is subdivided into 48 trigger 
towers: 8(r-f)x6(r-z) 

 

Each sector will receive in average 200 stubs per event (and up to 500 in some case) so around 400-
600 Gb/s per trigger towers 
Patterns bank are generated per sector. 48 sectors  ≈ 60 M patterns for the full tracker 

 We don’t need to send stubs in more than 4 sectors 
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III. AM based tracking 

To perform studies and get performance results without electronics hardware, a 
complete software emulation of the AM-based pattern reconstruction (bank 
generation, variable resolution patterns, majority logic…) has been developed 

 

 
 

This software is CMS independent (CMS info added via an interface class).   
It is now included into CMS official software framework and thus can be used to 
test L1 tracking performance on simulated events 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A GPU version of the emulator has also been developed (25 times faster than the 
CPU version).  

merging 

PR sector 1 

PR sector 48 

… Input data 
file 

Input data file 
+ 

Patterns for all sectors 
+ 

PR matched stubs 

… 

… 

AM software data flow 
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Performances: Pattern 
recognition 
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IV. Performances: the pattern recognition 
How do we proceed to do the pattern recognition and evaluate its performance? 
Preliminary pattern banks have been produced for each trigger sectors using very large 
muons sample (2x109 PGUN events, pT bet. 2 and 100 GeV/c, produced flat in 1/pT). Banks are 
based on 256 strips wide patterns (~2.5cm) with variable resolution down to 32 strips (~3mm).   

 

The banks are then tested with simple events from e- or µ- PGun samples and with much 
more complex events containing lot of jets (<PU>=140 + 4 tops). 

 

Then using an analysis software: the pattern reco efficiency is computed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For each track in the PR acceptance (pT > 2 GeV,|d0|<5mm, stubs in more than 4 
layers/disks), we look if is matched or not with at least one pattern 
Results will be shown for Barrel only (optimization of forward and transition region on-
going) 
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IV. Performances: the pattern recognition (Barrel only)  
 On 100k muons sample On 100k electrons sample 

 PR efficiency≈100%  PR efficiency= 99% 

On 250k events <PU>140 + 4 tops  

 PR efficiency= 98% 

✗Banks are generated with muons 
sample 
✗Tracks from electrons are highly 
affected by bremsstrahlung 
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After the AM: 
the track fit 
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V. Track fitting: the Hough transform 

At the end, we get the pT, φ, η, z0 of the L1 Track 

Why using the Hough transform?: 
✔It is fast and reasonably robust against fake and missing hits 
✔ The computing time is linearly dependent with the number of hits 
✔ We can pass all the stubs matched in one sector in one step (solve the problem of 
duplicated patterns) 
 
 

The 4 steps of this method: 
1. Conformal space mapping in transverse plane (circles  straights lines) 
2. First Hough transform made with a coarse binning (simple and fast process to identify 

accretion) 
3. Second Hough transform pT dependent (higher pT requires finer binning)  pT and φ 
4. Third Hough transform is performed over selected stubs to get info in the r/z plane  η 

and z0 
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AM software data flow 

V. Track fitting: the Hough transform 
Similarly to what has been shown in the previous slides for the pattern recognition 
using AM, the track fit using Hough transform has been coded in a standalone version 
and ported in CMS framework. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Developed on CPU, GPU and currently ported to an FPGA (Virtex 6) 

Input data file 
+ 

Patterns for all sectors 
+ 

PR matched stubs 

From the PR step 

Track fit  
(Hough transform) 

Input data file 
+ 

Patterns for all sectors 
+ 

PR matched stubs 
+ 

L1tracks 
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Performances: 
the track fit 
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V. Performances: the track fit 
How do we proceed to do the fit and evaluate its performance?  

 

We use the same analysis tool than to compute PR performances. 
We can have access to the track fit efficiency computed on the stubs previously matched 
with a pattern during PR. 
We can also have access to the overall L1track efficiency (taking into account the PR+track 
fit) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Results will be shown for Barrel only (optimization of forward and transition region on-
going) 
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VI. Performances: the track fit (Barrel only)  

On 100k muons sample  L1track efficiency= 97% 
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VI. Performances: the track fit - Resolution 
On 100k muon sample 
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VI. Performances: the track fit (Barrel only)  
On 100k electrons sample 

✗Tracks from electrons are highly affected by bremsstrahlung 
✗Banks are generated with muons sample 

 L1track efficiency= 86% 
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VI. Performances: the track fit - Resolution 
On 100k electrons sample 
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VI. Performances: the track fit (Barrel only)  
On PU+4tops sample (95% of pions)  L1track efficiency= 91% 
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VI. Performances: the track fit - Resolution 
On PU+4tops sample (250k events) 

✗Tails come from tracks with fake stubs (tracks in jets). Can be optimised 
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Few words about hardware implementation 
The main objective of these studies is to dimension the system and prepare for the realisation of a first complete 
demonstrator in 2016 (CMS phase II tracker TDR) 

… 

T0 T1 T2 

Board latency 

xTCA rack 

Final system will use ATCA boards for data formatting and track trigger. All the track trigger functionalities (AM+FIT) will 
be concentrated on one single board. First systems are currently built (CERN/FNAL/Lyon/INFN) based on mTCA boards 
developed at CERN (GLIB), and on ATCA boards developed at FNAL (Pulsar II).  

(cf Ted Liu’s talk) 
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Summary 
L1Tracking based on Associative Memories and Hough transform is a good candidate for CMS Phase II L1 
Track trigger. 
 
 

In order to test and dimension the procedure into CMS Phase II tracker context, a complete software 
emulation of this protocol has been developed and integrated into CMS software environment. 
 
 

First results on AM-based pattern recognition are in agreement with expectation. Robustness against pile-
up and AM stubs filtering power have been confirmed. A big work on pattern bank optimization has been 
engaged. Goal is to reach 100% efficiency over the whole acceptance with a fake pattern rate <50%.  
 
 

 This will provide the required environment for the trackfit procedure, which in our approach is based on 
the Hough Transform (but other fit method are currently tested), even though the results in the barrel 
region are already very good with the current banks.  
 
 

Still a lot of work ahead, but we now start to get a clearer view of the final system, clear enough to start 
the development of hardware demonstrators. 
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BACKUP 
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II. L1 tracking 

Currently CMS reconstructs tracks from hits left by charged particle in the tracker. With this 
method  1 Pb/s of data in input of our track trigger in Phase 2 conditions. 

Clusters are build and synchronized at the module level to build stubs (we keep cluster 
with cluster width ≤ 4 strips). 

Clusters: 

Stubs:  L1Tracks 

A stub = clusters pair in two neighbouring layers of a 
same pT module.  
With this object we can achieve the 40 MHz as input of 
the track trigger. 

A L1 tracking solution:  
Filtering (AM?) + track fitting 

High pile-up conditions (PU around 140): 
 potentially more than 15000 stubs per event 
(which will require high CPU time!) 
Target: build all primary tracks (pT>2GeV) in less 
than 5µs!  
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III. AM based tracking 

FPGA 
Mezzanine of 
AM chips 

L1 tracking has never been done in CMS.  
In order to prove the feasibility and to finalize the 
design before TDR  demonstrators are currently built 
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V. The track fit: Hough transform 
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V. The track fit: Hough transform 

First Hough transform made with a coarse binning (simple and fast process to 
identify accretion) 
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V. The track fit: Hough transform 

Second Hough transform pT dependent (higher pT require finner 
binning) 

Precised and CPU consuming only 
where we need to be 
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VI. Performances: the track fit 

On 100k muons sample 
 L1track efficiency= 77% 

 PR efficiency= 95% 
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VI. Performances: the track fit 
On 100k electrons sample 

 L1track efficiency= 66% 

 PR efficiency= 93% 
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VI. Performances: the track fit 
On PU+4tops sample (95% of pions) 

 L1track efficiency= 74% 

 PR efficiency= 93% 
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Important bullet 
Important bullet pT 


